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"Innovation and standardization...Future of the CDU ....moving forward"

Conference 2010

www.wfhss.com and click on Ireland homepage.
Conference 2010

The 2010 IASSM Conference program is designed to meet the ever changing demands posed from working in decontamination units in hospitals. There have been significant innovations and amendments to Standards in the World of Decontamination in 2010 posing a new challenge to the Decontamination Industry. Moving our Service forward to meet the demands of our customers and planning for the future development of CDU Personnel are becoming key area’s requiring our attention and the need to embrace change is a challenge we both face and must meet.

Topics Include

1. tackling bullying in the work place
2. Gas Plasma…innovation
3. Theatre/CDU building efficient services
4. Validation EN V’S HTM
5. European Decontamination processing

Medical Exhibition Stands

******** Great Prizes to be won *********

Symposium sponsored by 3M